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Polish Bank Association welcomes the introduction to the public debate in the 
European Union of the concept of Capital Markets Union (CMU) as a subject related 
to financing economy and economic growth in the European countries. Crucial from 
the point of view of entrepreneurs  is the fact that the EC is willing to focus on issues 
related to economy and sets such ambitious target as creating single capital market. 
The single market would not only create new opportunities for funding for larger 
number of issuers, but can also position the EU as a first-choice-market for domestic 
and foreign investors. 
 
In the process of preparing documents that define final agenda and action plan of the  
CMU Project, the previous experience gained with the “Banking Union” 
implementation has to be taken into consideration. The Polish Bank Association 
presents below a number of ideas  that should be considered in the discussion on 
CMU on both local and European level: 
 

1. It is of extreme importance – especially in  the preparatory  phase of CMU – to 
set appropriate benchmarks  and criteria for evaluation of the outcomes of the 
entire project. In this context one has to think about such issues as for 
example the competitive position of the European capital market towards other 
financial centres, the expected role of both retail and  institutional as well as  
domestic and foreign investors, the weak and strong sides of the European 
financial markets and the methods  to achieve  desired improvement. 

 
2. The formal existence of financial markets (including  regulated markets) 

cannot be seen as a goal in itself. What has to be considered is the  efficient 
funding of the development of the European entrepreneurs and the proper 
functioning of the whole economy. Therefore, the preparation of an action plan 
should be preceded by a thorough  research on the needs of the  companies 
and  their expansion plans (within and outside  the EU) in order to adapt the 
financial tools to their expectations. Without such an approach, the CMU 
Project is likely to fail as it relies on wrong  basic assumptions and its final 
outcome can turn out counterproductive or even slow down the economic 
development of particular Member States.  

 
3. The CMU Project should not be presented in the public debate as an initiative 

aimed against the banking sector. Moreover, the actual role of banks should 
not be ignored. In the predictable future, banks will continue to provide liquidity 
to the markets, therefore a stabile and profitable banking sector is in fact one 
of the pre-conditions for the success of the CMU. 

 
4. The advisable course of action should be to reanalyse of European legislation 

that  imposes on banks additional obligations related to capital allocation for 
different kinds of risk-weighted activities (such as mortgage credits or capital 
markets investments). The intention of the European legislation was to 
transform banks into universal institutions that create  minimal risk  for 
deposits. However, such approach lowered the capability for financing 
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economy by the banking sector. The CMU Project opens an opportunity to 
deeply analyse optimal structure of the European financial market .as well as 
the relationship  between different channels of generating funds for 
investments and development. 

 
5. All works on the CMU Project should contribute to the image EU as the first-

choice-market for all categories of issuers and investors. The Commission 
should assume that the CMU will eventually cover both the eurozone and 
Member States not belonging to the Monetary Union. 

 
6. Defining future structure of the CMU is undoubtedly the greatest challenge 

ahead of the Project. The structure should sustainably  meet the interests of 
all stakeholders: issuers (large companies  and SME’s), investors  interested 
in equity or debt, market infrastructure, as well as European and national 
supervisory authorities.  

 
7. The regulatory issues should be addressed in a similar way. There is more 

than one point of view that needs to be taken into account. For example, we 
have witnessed repeated appeals for liberalization of obligations for public 
companies to facilitate the access to regulated markets by reducing 
information requirements on the primary and secondary market. On the other 
hand,  vast majority of investors seek  higher level of security understood also 
as a profound information on listed companies. However, providing higher 
level of investor’s protection usually creates the need for extended 
supervision, which in turn generates additional operational costs  and 
multiplies bureaucratic  burdens for financial institutions that result from their 
obligations towards supervisory authorities. If the European Commission gives 
preference to only one of the above mentioned options, the CMU Project is 
likely to fail in the long run  or at least it will need frequent corrections. 

 
8. Another crucial decision to be taken by the EC with regard to the CMU Project 

comes down to answering the following question: should the Project be 
addressed to all segments of the capital market or rather focus on chosen 
areas that promise faster development or bridge widest gaps between the 
current commercial offer and demand from the companies (for example: 
selected groups of investors/issuers or financial instruments). Resolving  this 
dilemma should be preceded by a thorough  debate on the optimal structure of 
the  EU economy  in  10-20 years and best sources of its funding. 

 
9. The CMU (or at least parts of it) can support funding large cross-border 

infrastructure projects and could be included into other large European 
endeavour,  namely the European Fund For Strategic  Investments which is 
currently being planned and discussed.  This issue has to be tackled during 
the discussion. Combining diversified sources of financing that derive from 
different European capital markets and active involvement of  larger number   
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of individual investors  could turn out to be one of the most important 
achievements of the CMU in longer horizon. 

 
10. It has to be remembered  that EC strategic decisions taken on political level 

are not always the only factor that determines the conduct of particular 
investors who seek higher returns. We are aware that this kind of attitude is 
difficult to reconcile with a frequently repeated thesis that the financial 
products should be “simplified”. Therefore, the choice  of various solutions for 
different investors and issuers remains crucial for future success. To reach  
different targets, the Commission will need a wide range of business and 
legislative solutions tailored to the specifics of each group of the stakeholders. 

 
11. The agenda and action plan for CMU should not be limited to creating new 

legislative or institutional framework. In order to use the full potential of the 
European banking sector it is recommended to review the previously 
published European legislation, for example in the context of the risk weights 
(or investment limits) related to particular categories of investments made by 
banks or insurance companies. The coordination of tasks and legislative 
activities on the European  level should have broad  character and cover the 
scope of competence of  a number of the EC divisions. It is important to 
mention in this context the damaging impact of the Financial Transaction Tax 
on the CMU Project – its introduction is still being considered  in  some 
Member States.  
 

12. Another non-legislative goal of the CMU that need to be pointed out is to 
improve image of  the European financial markets and ensure a wide 
educational campaign for potential individual investors about the merits and 
risks of investing in the capital market. It should also be noted that the loss of 
trust in the capital market is, among others, one of the reasons for the 
consumers to withdraw from this market. 
 

13. It should not be assumed that the dispersion of risk on the capital market 
cancels or significantly reduce the level of risk associated with the financing of 
the particular investment project. The effects of wrong economic decisions will 
still have to be borne and reflected in the losses of investors. The CMU should 
also refer to the change in public awareness towards a clear distinction 
between investing assets in bank deposits or government bonds of the most 
stable EU countries (safe investments, but with a relatively small profit), and 
investments in regulated markets (the higher potential returns – the higher risk 
of loss, especially in the short term). 
 

14.  In the first statements on CMU, the North American market as the preferred 
model, to which the EU should aim at the CMU implementation, is often 
pointed out. But we need to emphasize fundamental differences between the 
US and the EU: from the differences in the tax regulations in force in the 
Member States, the structures of the economy, financial market traditions and 
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habits of customers, number of currencies and official languages. We cannot 
also ignore the fact that the causes of the so-called subprime crisis should 
also be seen in the easy transfer of the risk of mortgage credits portfolios from 
the banking sector to the capital market. 
 

15. The CMU draft should be designed for the whole EU in the such way that all 
potential stakeholders in each Member State should benefit from it. In Europe, 
currently there are markets on different levels of development, with more or 
less extensive infrastructure, which are point of interest of foreign investors. 
However, the objective of the European Commission should not be to create 
and support a single European capital market center. Furthermore, especially 
in the case of medium-sized enterprises, the geographical accessibility to 
entities serving the entrance to the capital market is a very important criterion 
while deciding on the financing options. 
 

16. From the point of view of raising funds for long-term European investments, it 
seems necessary to introduce to the CMU clearly outlined government support 
of long-term investments and long-term savings. Promoting positive social 
behaviour may also be linked to the building of the financial resources of the 
EU population related to the retirement security purposes, the elderly and 
health care. Debate on this topic may also limit negative effects of adverse 
changes in the demographic structure of European societies. The European 
Commission's active role as an initiator and promoter of this approach in the 
Member States seems to be essential, because it is often that strategic 
objectives lose competition with current and short-term budget targets. 
 

17. When creating the CMU action plan we need to keep in mind that this is not 
the absolutely pioneering initiative. Taking into account the experience learned 
from the financial crisis in 2008-2009 and analysis of its causes, the EU has 
developed a completely new legal and institutional solutions, e.g.  CCP and 
trade repositories. When developing plans for further action, maximum 
utilization of the current financial market infrastructure needs to be taken into 
account. 
 

18. Important issue is also the relationship between institutions/ funds derived 
from private investors or activated by state authorities (state aid). When 
creating new solutions, public financial institutions/ banks that have budget 
within government programs to support selected segments of the capital 
market or individual issuers, need to be taken into account. However, it should 
be noted that this activity is only to complement or develop – in the desired 
direction – offer of private entities, but not substitute the real free market. 
Thus, e.g. relevant determination of pricing policy of services provided by 
these institutions is very important in order to unable to displace independent 
financial institutions from the market. 
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19. The CMU Project should imply the deep coordination in various sectors of 
activities, and so it should also include the possibly widest range of financial 
services institutions. It would be a huge mistake to use the CMU to impose 
further burdens on operators already subject to the supervision of national 
authorities, while deregulating other financial institutions that generating a 
higher risk for customers and market stability, in many respects can improve 
their competitive position due to the lack of activities monitoring by the 
relevant national authorities. Other task of CMU should therefore be to 
significantly reduce the phenomenon of the so called shadow banking and not 
to promote its further development. 
 

20. There is already the pan-European debt market with the legal and business 
standards, but for obvious reasons it is dedicated for large companies. At the 
moment it is difficult to find substantive reasons to change this situation as, 
after all, the typical institutional investor will look for opportunities in emissions 
of the relevant volumes enabling to achieve liquidity in the market. However, 
this means that the CMU Project will not be available for most SMEs 
(especially micro and small enterprises), even if it would be implemented at 
the national level and will include local conditions.  

 
Thus, the restriction to homogeneous approach and the unification of 
legislative instruments would not be the right approach and should be limited 
to the level of the largest issuers which are really recognizable in the single 
European market. In the opinion of the PBA, this assumption is not contrary to 
the idea of the CMU as a whole, but only requires a diversification of the 
package of legislative solutions proposed by the European Commission. 

 
21. The financial sector has suffered in the past five years significant costs 

connected to the implementation of dozens of legal acts issued at the 
European level. This trend imposes the difficulties related to the collapse of 
some segments of the financial markets in different countries. Thus, the 
creation of new rules should also include effects of the synergy and - to the 
possibly maximum extent - use existing legal and institutional infrastructure, 
especially because the large part of it was established in the last few years as 
a response to lessons learned from the crisis, e.g. central counterparty on a 
regulated market and interbank (CCP) or trade repositories. What  seems to 
be important is the adoption of the final schedule of actions taken, in order to 
avoid legislative tasks to be stacked up in relatively short periods of time, as it 
will raise the cost of implementing new solutions, borne by the market. 

 

* * * 
 
 


